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FELLOWSHIP MATTERS

The NUF Committee have had an interesting discussion on
developing guidelines for the editors of the Newsletter and the ViewPoint.
Whatever may be thought about committees there are benefits to a topic
having a good airing between a number of people especially when they are all
working towards one end. A train of thought is challenged and developed
until by some process of synthesis we think we have come up with a good
solution to what was vexing us. Even Unitarians should expect to have their
views challenged and debated and no one should be able to hide behind a
firewall that obstructs criticism and the development of new ideas.

We want to uphold and promote the values associated with the
Unitarian Movement as a whole and the NUF in particular. We do this
through our publications and the web site. Outside our Unitarian Movement
though not everyone shares our common values and even we ourselves can
carry our own particular prejudices which can fall outside the general
consensus. The committee originally thought that the guidelines should be
placed on editors only but we soon realised that the guidelines are for anyone
and everyone who wishes to have their words published by the NUF. All of
us who write for the NUF should be aware of these guidelines.

The NUF House Party 4th - 6th November has been advertised in
previous newsletters. We shall be reading some sacred writings and having a
go at writing some for ourselves - and of course we are going to have a
relaxing stress free week-end. You can book either directly with the
Nightingale Centre (info@thenightingalecentre.org.uk), Tel 01298 871218 or
through the NUF Treasurer, Elizabeth Barlow.

It is with great pleasure that we welcome Derek Harvey as the new
Distributor for both the Viewpoint and Newsletter publications; without
reliable distribution the Fellowship cannot function effectively so we are
extremely grateful to Derek for taking on this vital role.

At the same time we extend our deep thanks to Lucy Harris who
relinquished the role with the last Newsletter. Not only has she done the task
extremely efficiently over a number of years, she has been very helpful in
facilitating the hand over the work to Derek

Do you receive the Unitarian? I loved the joke in the current issue;
What does ‘Amen’ mean asked the Sunday School teacher. Does it mean
‘Send’ said one of the children!

with best wishes

Tony McNeile

Cover Picture: ‘The Forest Worker’ composed by Naomi Linnell (See p.5)
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THE PRESIDENT’S PAGE

“It was the most peaceful thing I have ever experienced dropping
slowly through the sky, looking at the patchwork of fields below which was
slowly coming up to meet me and the canopy of my parachute spread above
me. I was surrounded by perfect silence and detached from the world. It
was a moment in time which was a moment of perfect peace.” The speaker
was a local woman who had been taking part in a sponsored parachute jump
for charity.

In this summer season of festivals and shows such jumps are fairly
common. However, I am very wary of heights and as she said this my
imagination galloped off as I thought of all it entailed. I, who have yet to
conquer Blackpool Tower and the London Eye, listened in amazement. I
could never contemplate casting myself into a void. Before I could add to the
list of things I could not do the comforting truth burst upon me that of course
I couldn’t do that and rightly so because we were two very different people.
She was she and I was I. There were things I could do – modesty forbids the
list – that would be beyond her reach. Very often we do not recognise or give
consideration to the variation of the complicated strands which make up our
fellow human beings. Often we see only differences of goals, means and
ambitions and they become a drawback to our understanding each other or
reasons for opposing them when we might, if we went more slowly through
life, listened to the silence more and considered more, find greater
understanding. Some things are right for you but not for me and vice versa.

So the festival and sow season continues . . . parachutists jump, sheep
dogs herd, dry stone wallers demonstrate, Morris Men and Cloggers dance and
children fall of bouncy castles. Still to come is ‘Yorkshire Day’ and I noticed
two new items on the programme. One is a woman showing hens all of
which have been rescued from the cages of battery farms. The other is a
woman showing rescued ferrets. (Now do you think that you ever could . . . ?)
Lastly, Coconut, the old donkey which has given the children rides these many
years, has retired but will still be present to accept cuddles and pats.

For those who have still to go on holiday I wish a happy break, with
or without parachutes, ferrets or donkeys.

‘A mind is like a parachute; it works best when it is open.’

Best wishes
Dorothy Archer

Congratulations to Howard Wilkins, our Membership Secretary, who, in
the May Elections, stood for Lash Hill Ward of Burnage Parish Council and
won the seat. He represents the Lib/Dems. Our best wishes for his term of
office. We would be pleased to hear of any other NUFers’ activities and
interests.
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THE MINISTER’S MUSINGS

I had three ambitions for when I retired. One was to take part in the
Nijmegen Marches - a four day walking festival in Holland. We walked 25
miles each day for four days. I went with a dozen old comrades from my old
army regiment and we had a really good time - along with forty seven
thousand other participants. It was a great experience. The second ambition
was to go round the world. We did this in the ‘comfort’ of Economy Class
going to New Zealand and Australia via South America and coming back via
Bali and Singapore. The third was to join a golf club. I play two, if not three
times a week and really enjoy it and sometimes I play in ‘Seniors Matches’
against other local clubs. On two of the days I join one of the Club’s ‘Roll
Ups’. Two or three such roll up groups go out almost every day. It is good
as they are open to every member so you never need to search for a playing
partner before you go out. My Roll Up group are called the ‘Coffin Dodgers’.
Nearly all the week day playing members are retired and so we come to know
each other well. We come from a variety of ‘past working lives’ which is very
handy when the club needs some expertise or there is maintenance to be done.
The wives say that we have all reverted to childhood again with our silly jokes
and banter, our bizarre choice of clothing and collections of golfing gadgets.
(None of the gadgets seem to us any good!). We plead guilty as charged of
course but that is the joy of it all. ‘Past working lives’ don’t matter any more.
We left behind our status and job personas when we closed the door on that
life for the last time. No one needs counselling to manage the change from
being a somebody to becoming a coffin dodger. Life is fun. We are friends
enough to share stories about our ups and downs, our surgery visits and the
strengths of our pills and we try to look out for one another. I think the
Coffin Dodgers and most in the other roll up groups really do enjoy life. I
notice it spreads outside the golf club too. Attitudes to other people change.
Social hierarchy disappears. Treating everyone with respect makes everyone
respectful, I notice. Then we realise we are all rubbing along together in this
world - retired or working. That’s how we should all be.

Tony McNeile

Be ours a religion which, like sunshine, goes everywhere;
Its temple, all space;

Its shrine, the good heart;
Its creed, all truth;

Its ritual, works of love;
Its profession of faith, divine living.

Theodore Parker
(From Belper Unitarian website)
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REFLECTIONS

“In real life, the tortoise loses.”
Helen Alexander, President of the CBI, 2011

The tortoise was depressed. His bony carapace, embossed tawny and
black was dust dull, his snake head hung limp between the stumpy squamous
legs and his lipless mouth drooped in a thin arc of unhappiness.

He confided his troubles to the black-capped Capuchin monkeys.
“There’s this clever lady,” he said, “who claims that in the real world the proud
opinionated hare always wins
the race. All my long life I
have taken comfort and
confidence from Aesop’s
wonderful story, but now my
silly little ambition one day to
achieve the same is quite
destroyed.” He sniffed and a
great bronze tear ran down his
wrinkled cheek. “And the hare
has challenged me to a race and
I don’t know what to do, except
to creep away and hide my
shame until Death releases me
from my vale of tears.”

The Capuchins, who had moved away into a chattering huddle,
whooped excitedly and turned back to the tortoise. “We have a plan,” they
said. “The race track slopes down the forest path towards the wild flower
meadow. We shall make you a velocipede and launch you into an honourable
triumph.” The tortoise frowned. “Would that not be cheating?” he asked.
“No, of course not,” the capuchins replied. “The challenge is to be first
across the line. There’s nothing about the method of propulsion.” The
tortoise sighed. “Alright then, I shall accept the hare’s invitation to make a
fool of myself.”

For days the capuchins ran here and there gathering together bits of
string, old elastic bands, a pair of discarded roller skates and the oval top of an
abandoned coffee table. A cohort of mice found a purple leather harness
tossed out of a passing pram and with whiskers quivering and tails lashing
dragged it to the Capuchins’ bosky workshop. From dawn to dusk there was
a hammering of smooth stone on rock and a sawing of beaver teeth on old
table top. The whole population of the Safari Park seemed to be in
attendance - even the two toed sloth made a day’s expedition from his branch
to the foot of his tree to admire the ingenuity of the engineers. Only the hare
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and his sycophantic band of rabbits kept themselves apart, smirking and lazing
in the morning sun.

Race Day came and the hare sprawled under a tree beside the track,
his eyelids drooping against the dappled light. “Competitors! One minute
please.” The fussy meerkat sniffed the air and peered back up the path where

he thought he heard a growing
commotion. The hare strolled to
the line, leaned against a boulder
and closed his eyes again. The
distant noise grew louder and, as
the meerkat fired his starting
pistol, down the hill came the
tortoise. Strapped by the purple
harness onto the tray mounted on
the roller skate wheels and
propelled by a dozen Capuchins,
he shot across the line past the

incredulous hare and shed his zoological combustion engine in a shower of
small pebbles. Enveloped now in a great cloud of dust, he disappeared
towards the finishing post. The hare, swept ignominiously aside by this bony
missile, sloped off to the meadow - and into oblivion.

“In real life,” said a wise Capuchin, “with intelligent combination and
fraternal co-operation, the tortoise may always win.”
(Drawings by Liz Egeback Foxbrook) Naomi Linnell

A PLACE OF REFUGE

It has been said, and I have found it to be true, that we all need a
sanctuary – a place where we can temporally escape from our everyday lives to
recharge our batteries and gain a fresh perspective on our existence.

As a child I was fortunate to be brought up in the house of my
maternal grandfather. The house we lived in was a four story former Norman
Watch Tower. The kitchen was in the basement, the living room with its
large open fireplace was on the ground floor, the bedrooms were on the
second floor and at the top of the house, as my mother described it, was a
large room which had formally served as the bedroom for my three uncles,
and a lad who was adopted by my grandparents, who had long departed into
marriage and lives lived elsewhere.

This room was my sanctuary. The top of the house also served as a
storage area for unwanted items of furniture and various personal
“belongings” abandoned by other family members. There was for example
an accordion which I would attempt to play, also an organ with some of its
notes missing upon which I flourished my hands in imitation of the church
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organist. I gave parties for my dolls, rode
my rocking horse for many miles, but often I
simply sat. I would make myself comfortable
on one of the discarded feather mattresses
and look out of the window at the Black
Mountains in the distance and the stream
immediately below me. Since that time I
have liked the sound of the wind, hearing it
outside the house and feeling the safety and
protection the house afforded was very
comforting. I would spend hours at the top
of the house completely unsupervised by
adults; I had unfettered freedom to be
myself. I learned how to interest myself and
enjoy my own company. Small children
these days do not enjoy such freedom with
its many opportunities for exploration and

self-understanding.
Very recently I have been reading a book entitled “Precious Bane” by

Mary Webb. The principle character in the book is a young woman called
Prue Sarn. Prue is worked very hard by her brother Gideon on the family
farm and is often nearly daunted by the drudgery of it all. Prue, despite the
many calls on her time and energy, has discovered a place at the top of the
farm house, where she can look out on the changing countryside and write her
journal which gives her release from her difficult life. For Prue, this sanctuary
under the eaves of the roof, perfumed by the smell of the apples which are
stored there, is a spiritual place. Prue speaks in the South Shropshire dialect;
“I cannot tell whence, a most powerful sweetness that had never come to me
afore. It was not religious, like the goodness of a text heard at a preaching.
It was beyond that. It was as if some creature made of light had come on a
sudden from a great way off, and nestled in my bosom. On all things there
came a fair, lovely look, as if different air stood over them”. “There was
naught in it of churches nor of folks, praying nor praising, sinning or
repenting. For though it was so quiet, it was a great miracle, and it changed
my life; for when I was lost for something to turn to, I’d run to the attic, and it
was a core of sweetness in much bitter.” (Pages 58 and 59)

When thinking of ways to restore our equilibrium we often forget
what we have long known. That a place that is quiet and peaceful, where
nature can be observed, where the humming of bees and the twittering of wild
birds can be heard, is powerfully restorative to the human spirit.

Although it is many years since I was in my childhood sanctuary, in
my imagination I can still return there and lift my spirit with the memory of it.

7 Ella Lewis-Jones



MARCUS AURELIUS

Why should we be interested in a Roman Emperor who lived 2000
years ago, when we can scarcely summon up any interest in the presidents,
prime ministers and rulers of the past unless they were political giants or
monsters of evil? I believe this is because Marcus Aurelius is one of the few
voices from the Roman world who still speaks to us today and genuinely has
some contemporary relevance. The continuing sales of his book of
reflections, the ‘Meditations’, alone suggests that, but other evidence is not
hard to find. We continue to use the tag ‘Marcus Aurelius’ for a ruler who is
wise. A reviewer surveying a series of interviews with King Juan Carlos of
Spain remarked that he was very far from being a Marcus Aurelius; and the
radical American commentator, Pat Buchanan, famously remarked that
George W. Bush was ‘no Marcus Aurelius’. Meanwhile, Bush’s predecessor in
the White House, Bill Clinton, claimed to have read and re-read Marcus’ book
during his presidency.

Even more impressive is the example of Cecil Rhodes, multi-
millionaire, politician and would-be empire-builder. He carried a well-
thumbed, personally marked-up copy with him everywhere, favouring such
aphorisms as ‘Can any man think he lives for pleasure and not for action or
execution?’ and ‘Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways and be wise.’

Other sayings heavily underlined in Rhodes’ book were: ‘Death is an
aspect of life, so live the latter as if the former is imminent’, ‘The intellect
should always prevail over the emotions’, ‘Do what is serious, not frivolous; do
what is right, not popular; do what you do for others first and yourself second;
be self-reliant but also tolerant, flexible and prepared to change your views’.

Now if you are thinking that Marcus Aurelius is worthy but a bit of a
cold stick, you would not be alone in your views – he had this reputation even
in his own lifetime. But then he was tutored by a Stoic philosopher from
Greece, one Apollonius. Apollonius taught that nothing mattered apart from
the Stoic doctrine, and that a man should be the same in all circumstances,
indifferent to worldly success, to pain, to illness or the loss of a child. From
him, Marcus learnt that the truly generous man knows how to receive as well
as give, and came to realise that you can accept favours from friends without
losing self-respect or appearing ungrateful.

Ancient Rome was notorious for its luxury, extravagance and general
excess, so maybe a strain of Stoicism in its leadership did not come amiss.
Marcus Aurelius would have favoured the idea of economic strictures,
tightening one’s belt and so on, and he had a deep loathing of gladiatorial
contests, bear fights and public spectacles in general. He considered them the
preoccupation of lesser minds and the surest sign of the lowest common
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denominator. As emperor, he was virtually obliged to attend such events, but
he tried to show his disdain – and stifle his boredom – by reading or
ostentatiously looking at something else rather than what was going on in the
arena. If we still find him a bit of a kill-joy, we might at least share with him
the view that a time of cut-backs is essential after a period of excessive
spending.

But Marcus Aurelius is most famous for his pithy thoughts and
sayings, and it is worthwhile reminding ourselves of some of them:

The universe is change; or life is what our thoughts make it.
Nothing happens to anyone that he is not fitted by nature to bear.
Do not despise death, for death is one of the things that nature wills.
The object of life is not to be on the side of the majority but to escape finding
oneself in the ranks of the insane.
The happiness of your life depends on the quality of your thoughts.
How much time he saves who does not look to see what his neighbour says,
or does, or thinks.
Get into yourself; there is a source of strength that will always spring up if you
look there.
Never let the future disturb you. You will meet it, if you have to, with the
same weapons of reason which today arm you against the present.

For those who can find no consolation in organised religion, many
may be attracted by such sayings, finding strength and inspiration in them.

But a side of Marcus Aurelius which is less well-known is his feeling
for Nature and a deep appreciation of the world of the senses. Here is his
paean to the beauties of the natural world: ‘The way loaves of bread split open
in the top of the oven, with ridges just by-products of the baking, but
nonetheless mysteriously pleasing, arousing our appetites without knowing
why. The way ripe figs begin to burst or when olives are on the point of
falling, when the shadow of decay gives them a special beauty. Or when
stalks of wheat bend under their own weight…. If you look at things in
isolation, there’s nothing particularly beautiful about them, yet by adding to
Nature they enrich us and draw us in. And anyone with a feeling for nature –
anyone with deep sensitivity - will find it all gives pleasure even when it is
unintentional.’ As Matthew Arnold pointed out, Marcus’ appreciation of
Nature has ‘a delicate penetration, worthy of Wordsworth’.

Perhaps linked with this is another reason for Marcus’ popularity in
our own time. The decline of organised religion in the West has led to a
massive upsurge of interest in New Age ideas and the thought and philosophy
of the East, with which Marcus’ ‘Meditations’ have an obvious affinity. The
classic doctrines of Hinduism in the Upanishads dating from the 6th century
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BC similarly stress the inferiority of pleasure to ‘the good’, the illusion of
selfishness, the desirability of knowledge and the connectedness of all things in
the Universe – in short, pantheism. These texts share Marcus’ contempt for
the body and stress that he who finds spirit becomes spirit and, in a sense,
everything:

‘I am the world and I eat the world. Who knows this truly has
knowledge’.

‘And Death said, “The good is one thing, the pleasant another; the
two, having different objects, chain a man. It is well with him who clings to
the good; he who chooses the pleasant misses his end.”’

Another great source of Eastern philosophy is the Bhagavad Gita or
‘Song of Songs’. Probably composed in the 2nd century BC, this scripture,
often referred to as the Hindu Bible, also has pre-echoes of Marcus, as in the
following:

‘For that which is born, death is certain, and for the dead birth is
certain. Therefore grieve not over that which is unavoidable.’

Marcus also makes one thinks of the Buddha’s teaching, in particular
the 8-fold path which includes 1) Right Resolve, or choosing to avoid self-
indulgence 2) Right Livelihood, or not making money in socially harmful ways,
and 3) Right Mindfulness, or achieving control of mental states. It is easy to
understand why Marcus has sometimes been called ‘the Roman Buddha’.

Finally, Marcus was an apostle of solitude. He was in no doubt that
the solitude he sometimes felt even in palaces could engender godlike
thoughts, and the idea that to be alone can trigger rare insights and mystical
inspiration is widespread in literature, as with Keats and Wordsworth, for
example. But his clear lesson is that one has a duty to involve oneself in
everyday life while seeing it for what it is and holding it at bay with mental
reservations.

Marcus will probably never be hugely popular with committed
Christians, if only because he persecuted them. But for others he holds out
the prospect of spirituality for atheists, happiness without God, joy without
heaven and morality without religion. He truly was a man for all seasons,
including the 21st century. So it is ironic that although he despised fame and
the opinion of posterity – he often wrote of the absurdity of posthumous fame
– he has survived as an influence and an inspiration for the last two thousand
years.

Nick Morrice

If liberty means anything at all
it means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear.

George Orwell
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ROOTS

“King Jesus hath a garden, full of divers flowers”
from Geestlijcke Harmonie, 1633

In Europe, parts of Russia and modern Turkey the civilisation of the
Post Roman Empire was firmly rooted in the Judaeo-Christian values and
tradition which profoundly influenced every aspect of human life. Law, social
organisation, ethics, education, care of the sick, literature, the graphic arts,
architecture, music - all sprang from and were widely nurtured by the Christian
Churches: Roman Catholic, Holy Orthodox, Protestant, mainstream and
heretical offshoots alike. Pockets of Judaism established throughout Europe,
and Islam in the Iberian Peninsula had their parts to play, but sixteen hundred
years of Christian faith and practice remained the platform on which our
whole culture and values, our taboos and justice were founded.

With the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’ intrusion of Theism
and Deism, of Rationalism and Utilitarianism, of secular philanthropy and the
increasing secularisation of education, of aggressively secular political theory
and organisation into European and American thinking and society, our
Christian foundations came under prolonged attack. Out of this maelstrom
of new ideas advanced and old beliefs cast aside, there also developed on the
one hand more liberal and less hierarchical new religious organisations - the
Society of Friends for example, but on the other hand a tendency for some of
the existing churches of the Reformation themselves to be reformed -
amongst others Anglicans into Methodists and Unitarians. But whatever the
new organisations or theologies the majority of the new denominations
regarded themselves as Christian even if the old establishment condemned
them as heretical.

It was, I suppose, inevitable and reasonable that over the next two
hundred years when oppressed people revolted against all the institutions of
the illiberal state, including against the churches established and supported by
those illiberal states, Christian teaching and preaching became the butt of the
new scientists, political thinkers and radical activists. Many Christian folk
responded by proclaiming and acting out “the social Gospel” - Evangelicals,
Christian Socialists, Congregationalists, Quakers, the Salvation Army, and
Unitarians. The Christian foundations may have been rocked, but remained
more or less intact. Soon the demarcations of the Christian denominations
became even more complicated. Universal principles gained ground in both
main stream and fringe churches; tolerance of individual and “different”
beliefs became increasingly important. Ideas new to the West were infiltrating
from eastern religion and spirituality into European and American chapels and
churches; God Himself was denied by agnostic theologians and militant
atheists; whole denominations became hotbeds of controversy and secularism
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laughed to see the infighting amongst Christian denominations. A disgruntled
Quaker lady Universalist said to me: “These Christocentrics within the Society
are very hurtful people.” While another told me, “Of course I’ve had a lot of
trouble with the G-word. I don’t use it in my writing now.” I might have
laughed, but I thought perhaps the circumstances were too tragic – their
wonderful respectful tolerance to all faiths, and none, was being eroded now
by tired old factionalisms, and fresh prejudices. One Sunday morning in
Canterbury Cathedral amidst a great company of folk at the Sung Eucharist I
realised that in conscience I could no longer recite the Nicene Creed. In the
words of Norbert Fabian Capek in a letter written in 1910 to Thomas Masaryk
the first President of Czechoslovakia describing his deconversion from the
Baptist church:

“I did not believe that Jesus is God, and that Jesus’ father, as the first person in
the holy Trinity, asked his son to become a human being and to shed his innocent blood in
order to appease God the Father for people, that is to say, those who believe in Jesus in this
sense. I did not believe in the infallibility of the Bible … I did not believe that God
condemned the whole humankind for Adam’s sin, and I did not believe either in hereditary
sin or never ending suffering in hell, and other orthodox doctrines.”

So I slipped out of the Church of England, and eventually into the un-
gathered congregation of the National Unitarian Fellowship. I had held very
dear the rituals of the Anglo Catholic Church of England, the drama of the
celebration of the Mass, the sense of two thousand years of continuity of
worship and love, and I still do. But I believe that Jesus was a man, a spiritual
teacher and leader of immense power and influence, and he always was and
still is my prophet and spiritual director. Thus as a disciple, a student of Jesus
Christ, I nominate myself as a Christian. I nominate myself as an Unitarian
because it was my un-belief in the Nicene Creed, and most particularly in the
doctrine of the Trinity, which brought my worshipping membership of the
Christian Church to its end. I did not leave to escape from Christ but rather
from the promulgations of the Early Fathers and the Council of Nicea. I did
not slip onto the Unitarian Raft to denigrate Christianity and abandon my
Teacher, but to pursue my own individual spiritual search in the company of
open minded, tolerant, careful and caring friends. Such friends I have found
in our virtual congregation and I thank God for them. I do have the greatest
sympathy for those Christians who have escaped from Christian
denominations and individual churches where the weapons of choice are
submission and fear and spiritual blackmail, and who have small wish to be
reminded of those horrors here in the safety of our open Unitarian
Fellowship. Nor would I expect them to subscribe to a neo-
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Christian identity. The Christian institutions and the hierarchies I left behind
were mercifully benign and I am able still to honour my Judaeo-Christian roots
and the teaching and example of the Man of Peace who lived and died in
Galilee two thousand years ago. Would that this were so for all of us.

If you find a flower, an Oxeye Daisy an ancestor of whom once gave
you a rash, now encroaching on the margin of a smart new bed of low pollen
hydrangeas, do you dig it up and chuck it into the efficient eco-friendly
incinerator? Or do you forgive the bitter memory of its great grandmother
and make room for both the modest daisy and the opulent hydrangea in your
tidy court-yard garden? Do you poison the roots of the centuries old
Derbyshire Newton Wonder apple tree to make way for the new Japanese
Sayaka variety, or do you love and nurture them both in a sunny corner of
your quiet orchard, side by side and harmonious in their differences?

“The Crown Imperial bloometh too in yonder place,
'tis charity, of stock divine, the flow'r of grace.”

Naomi Linnell
SEA CAMPION

A man and his dog stand poised at the edge of the soft waves,
two creatures caught up in a moment of infinity,

luminous in a sweet light of ethereal beauty,
anonymous for ever in the memory

like some forgotten prehistoric insect trapped in amber.

There is an old tall ship on the silver horizon, schooner four masted
in her pride, sailing still and motionless from nowhere

to an unknown destination, a fugitive plucked
out of her time, given into the charge

of an unheeding wind, a blind navigator and a careless sun.

Beach huts across the bay, preposterous in their deckchair coats of
many colours, sleep shimmering in the high noon heat, each

an unique area of silence lost in an invisible glass bowl
abandoned on a dusty shelf in an empty shop,

while the unceasing cry of gulls echoes mournfully around the cliffs.

At the edge of the shore a ring of sea campions surrounds a mirror of dark
light

reflecting the whole bay. This is the place of yesterday unremembered,
Tomorrow ignored. It is Now where we see how all things are,

held for ever in the frail white clasp of a flower,
perpetual shadows on a wall pointing us to the immutable mind of God.

Naomi Linnell
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WHAT KIND OF A UNITARIAN ARE YOU ?
Being a group that does not subscribe to a common creed, does not

mean that Unitarians are without beliefs; the old joke that when two
Unitarians meet there will be at least three different opinions indicates that
many Unitarians understand their faith as a process of development rather
than as an assembly of beliefs. Nevertheless, Unitarians are perhaps
excessively given to trying to define themselves, especially when they gather
together in meetings such as the recent GA in Swansea.

Rev. Tony McNeile had asked two prominent Unitarians to address
the question at the AGM of the NUF. Although they confessed to not
having co-ordinated their contributions before the meeting, their presentations
were complementary in their approach.

Rev. Dr. Vernon Marshall opted for an overview of the matter,
whereas Alan Ruston approached the question through his own personal
encounter with Unitarianism.

Vernon’s categories extended from the varieties of liberal Christianity
– Jesus as Exemplar, the Mystical Christ and Arian Christians through various
examples of non-Christo–centric theism to the agnostic part of the spectrum –
religious humanism, practical philosophy, as well as other approaches, such as
Unitarianism as Social Action and even Unitarian by Sentimental Attachment
– following family precedent or because of geographical proximity. Some
labelled themselves as Unitarians because of particular activities that their
chapel provided – meditation, engagement groups.

Alan Ruston said he didn’t know into which of the many categories
described by Vernon he fitted. He had found Unitarianism as a young man
out of a non-religious upbringing and he felt ‘at home’ in it. Unitarians he
had found to be an aspiring community with a positive view of the future of
humankind. He recognised the position of Christianity to be the ‘pit from
which we have been dug’ but found only some aspects of it and other world
religions to be attractive. For him the essence of his faith was found in a
rational approach, exercised in a community setting that led him to develop a
view of ultimate reality that became a personal truth.

Contributions to discussion from the floor were many and various.
One speaker said that his faith enabled him to have a world view that he could
have confidence in, which told him about his being and belonging – orthodox
Christianity just did not provide this for him. Some present felt they had
become ‘Defensive Unitarians’ – finding themselves on the back foot in
explaining what their faith was about. Tony McNeile said that we needed to
become ‘Assertive Unitarians’- able to positively state what our life principles
are. Another speaker said that through Unitarianism he could develop
personal beliefs and be enriched by others in community; this would seem to
me to be the prime purpose of a religious organisation, be it a church, chapel
or an organisation such as the NUF.
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A DEVOTIONAL WAY

One Free Christian scholar – I cannot now recall his name – wrote of
the deification of Jesus that ‘the process was indeed rapid’. This was
understandable, for it met a deep human psychological need. Moreover, Jesus
himself, as represented in the Gospels, greatly wanted to attract a personal
following; he wanted people to love him, just as he loved them. And when he
was able, after the dissolution of his physical body, to make his continuing
presence felt, this love of Jesus by his followers continued and deepened. As
we are told in the New Testament Epistle to the Hebrews (ch.13 v.8) ‘Jesus
Christ is the same yesterday and today, and forever.’

Orthodox Christian hymns abound in personal devotion to Jesus.
Think, for example, of such beautiful lines as ‘Jesu, priceless treasure . . .’,
‘Jesu, the very thought of thee . . .’, ‘Fairest Lord Jesus . . .’, ‘Jesus, thou joy of
loving hearts . . .’, ‘Jesus, lover of my soul . . .’, and on and on. Nor should we
lightly dismiss such sentiments as those of the Negro spiritual, ‘Nobody knows
the trouble I’ve been through; nobody knows but Jesus.’

As time went on, early in Christian history, the need was felt in human
hearts for a female object of devotion, and Mary, the mother of Jesus, arouses
intense devotion, often beautifully expressed in music. She means a
tremendous lot to millions.

In the earlier religion of Buddhism, in the Mahayana school, which is
the largest, the Buddha is a celestial object of devotion, and Kuan-yin, the
beautiful Chinese female ‘goddess of compassion’ has become very popular in
Mahayana devotion. (And I, indeed, am one of her countless devotees.)

Writing in his ‘Mantram Handbook’, that remarkably perceptive
teacher of meditation, Eknath Easwaran, stresses the need for a personal
object of devotion rather than an abstract concept such as ‘peace’ or ‘love’.
Feelings are important, and form a considerable part of religion. That is why
simple mantras, using only such names as Jesus, Jesu, Mary, Maria, Buddha or
Kuan-yin are of such vast helpfulness.

Since my two crushing bereavements, I have met people in similar
devastating situations who seem quite unable to rise above grief and the
shattering sense of loss. It appears to me that I must try to think constantly
that my loved ones are much better off in their new lives, and that they do all
that they can to help me. Now, in whatever years I have left as an old man, I
strongly believe that I must increase my devotion to the highest virtues and to
Kuan-yin. Others will naturally turn to Jesus (Christ), to Mary, or to the
Buddha. All are captivating expressions of the same unlimited compassion
and virtue, and they are the ones upon whom, in our sorrow, we should place
the emphasis. As a hymn writer has put it, ‘We should be always praising
Thee’. And as the 17th century Carmalite lay brother, Brother Lawrence, said,
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our only true business is ‘to love and delight ourselves in God’, with hearts
resolutely loving Him above all else.

My surprise was great when a long-standing Unitarian lay preacher in
the U.K. once wrote to me saying that he had never believed in a personal
God, and had no need of a god or goddess. I wondered, too, what he had
preached about in the many services he had conducted over the years.

For many people, it is not easy to understand the great mystery called
‘God’, but the testimony of the centuries, in both Buddhism and Christianity,
and to some extent in Spiritualism, is that there are loving, celestial helpers
such as Jesus, Mary, the Buddha and Kuan-yin to whom we can turn, and who
can be our daily companions and comforters. This, I have discovered, is a
way in religion which works.

Ross Howard
(G.A. Lay Preacher and Guest Contributor)

MORE BOOKS FROM THE NUF COLLECTON

Daoism and Ecology – Ways Within a Landscape edited by N.J. Girardot,
James Miller and Liu Xiaogan, (2001) is just one of the several books
published as the outcome of a series on ‘Religions of the World and Ecology’.
These events took place at Harvard having taken three years to organise,
involving some 600 scholars, graduate students, religious leaders and
environmental activists. This was always intended to be a collaborative
project, that maximised the opportunity of dialogical reflection, on the
diversity of local and religious manifestations and perspectives on ecological
matters. It is a weighty book in all senses of the word. Yet for those
interested in understanding better both Daoism in its traditional setting and
locality as well as the Western understanding and expression of it, time given
to reading this book will prove to have been worth the effort. It is not a
quick or easy read. However, the range of lectures is divers with some being
easier than others. The sections covered are: ‘Framing the Issues’, ‘Ecological
Readings of Daoist Texts’, ‘Daoism and Ecology in a Cultural Context’,
‘Toward a Daoist Environmental Philosophy’, and finally ‘Practical Ecological
Concerns in Contemporary Daoism’.

The Integrity of Creation – The 1996 Essex Hall Lecture, by Kathy
Galloway, continues the above subject, however, the approach, language and
length is quite different yet also a valuable addition for the Collection. (Don’t
forget that the NUF Book Collection includes virtually all of the Essex Hall
Lectures.) This is not an academic approach, although drawing on both our
rich poetic and scientific tradition. It is very much a personal and experiential
encounter which draws the reader in. This is something all members would
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be able to appreciate and read easily in one sitting. That doesn’t mean that it
won’t make an impact on the reader.

1662-1962 The Ejection and its Consequences, a reprint from the ‘Hibbert
Journal, April 1962, is a collection of essays written in 1962 to celebrate the
tercentenary of this significant event. Professor L A Garrard begins by giving
the reader an over all idea of what is to be included in this short booklet of
only 39 pages. Although each of the essays are relatively brief in length, that
doesn’t mean that they are light on content, quite the opposite. These essays
demand close reading, otherwise significant events and interpretations will be
missed. The booklet is ordered well, Rev C Gordon Bolam writing, The
Ejection of 1662 and its Consequences for the Presbyterians in England. The
significance of the preceding century when the Reformation was playing itself
out within the British Christian tradition gives us a better understanding of the
historical working out of ongoing developments in a time of religious turmoil.
The Rev Roger Thomas goes on to look at Presbyterians in Transition, which
demonstrates the complexities of theology and organisation/structure within
and between Anglicanism, Non-conformity and Scottish Presbyterianism. It
helps the reader to have a better idea of the messiness out of which
Unitarianism emerged. Rev Jeremy Goring goes on to write of Calvinism in
Decline, showing the influence of philosophers like Locke, the beginning of
science as we now understand it and the development of Dissenting
Academies; how both these impacted on religious understanding, particularly
as it pertained to biblical interpretation and shaping of creeds and catechisms.
Finally, Rev H L Short discusses Priestley and Martineau, their different histories
and their differences. The whole booklet is well-worth reading for anyone
who wishes to be more aware of the complex development and present
positioning of our present Unitarianism, with the final essay demonstrating
well the contrast between the rationalist/scientific approach of Priestley and
the broader more intuitive and inclusiveness of Martineau. There must have
been further interpretations of this subject area written since, yet for me this
stands the test of time well and is well worthy of recommending to members.

Joan Wilkinson
YESTERDAY’S TOMORROW
Recovery Meditations for Hard Cases

By Barry L.
A ‘hard case’ is here defined as someone who is an addict of some

sort or other whose tough exterior makes him or her reluctant to receive the
wisdom of tried ways of recovery. The author (no full name given in keeping
with Alcoholics, etc., Anonymous), felt that his book could equally have been
entitled: ‘the I-hate-to-meditate Meditation book’ and he warns prospective
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readers of its sarcasm, irreverence and occasional bad language, and suggests
that some people may prefer a more gentle ride than what he has to offer.
That’s the down-side of the book, but it also contains much humour and
examples of broken people, by their own efforts and the realisation of their
need for the support of others, mending their lives and bringing them a
spiritual dimension. (The book consists of 160 meditations - or chapters -
most of which are shorter than two pages in length, and the print size is quite
good.)

Alcoholics Anonymous was started in 1953, the fore-runner of all
Twelve Steps programmes for recovery. The author comments on the
amazing fact that AA and similar programmes were created by drunks, junkies,
and every conceivable type of degraded individual themselves – they created
this way out of their mire! (The author’s father was an alcoholic, his mother a
drug addict who submitted her son to an incestuous relationship).

Each meditation, or at least most of them, deals with some everyday
human problem, often a problem that is brought up at the group meeting, and
the meditation ends with some new way of looking at that problem, some new
insight, some new guide to thought or action. The points are hammered
home in a way which evokes laughter or tears, but rarely fails to make one sit
up and take notice! The meditations look at many things: prayer, forgiveness,
the difference between religion and spirituality, the idea of a Higher Power.
With regard to the latter, I was interested as a Unitarian, to find that the
Twelve Steps programme encourages members to sort out for themselves that
concept of God or ‘higher power’ with whioch they feel most comfortable.
As one goes through the book one is reminded of the daily need of each
addict to re-affirm the new ideas which he or she is now living by, and to
never forget the importance of the support given by the group. He/she must
learn to live in the Present – today (which is yesterday’s tomorrow). A very
wonderful book about human courage and determination to win against
adversity.
(Pub. Hazelden Pb. From £6.44 on Amazon) George Cope

NEW SERVETUS BOOK
A new book is now available from Essex Hall called SERVETUS -

Our 16th Century Contemporary. It is a brief introduction to the life and
teachings of Michael Servetus, a pioneer of religious freedom. The
publication has been produced by the International Association for Religious
Freedom and was co-edited by Richard Boeke and Patrick Wynne Jones.
Available from Essex Hall at just £3 plus £0.79p postage.
Please call Essex Hall on 020 7240 2384 to place your order - payable by credit
or debit card or send your cheque (payable to GA of Unitarian & FCC) to
Audrey Longhurst, Unitarian HQ, 1 Essex Street, London WC2R 3HY.
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CYCLES OF FAITH
By Robert Ellwood

Robert Ellwood has tackled a huge subject which he accepts is in an
area where the situation historically and even in the present is far from clear.
This is not least of all because religion, as he asserts, is fundamentally
subjective. Even the definition of the word “religion” is a subject of
speculation so the book, though hugely informative, is in many ways a
personal take on it.

He proceeds to describe the origins, comparative history and theories
of religion and discuss its future. It is hard to give anything approaching a
summary of the narrative because it is extremely dense. He rarely repeats a
point and there is a great deal of historical fact and reported opinion. As he
traces the development of five major religions, which he terms ‘Great
Religions’, over 2500 years, one can only be impressed by his knowledge of the
subject. He also postulates ideas about precursors to religion as far back as
before homo sapiens emerged.

He says that the five ‘Great Religions’ have a life expectancy of 2500
years in 5 distinct stages, each of approximately 500 years. These are in order
1. Apostolic – the religion is still autonomously run by the successors of its
founder/s. It also is often underground. 2 Wisdom/Imperial – it is adopted
by a great empire which secures its future. 3. Devotional – with the breaking
up of the empire objects of reverence like saint’s tombs and relics and the
rosary play a large role. 4 Reformation – To compensate for fragmentation
and threats from secularism e.g. the Renaissance a simpler version of the
religion emerges. 5. Folk Religion – The intellectual institutions of the religion
begin to lose their authority and smaller groupings with varied beliefs remain.
Beyond this stage the future is less clear although Ellwood cites Chinese
Communism as an example of extreme secularism at the end of the fifth stage.
In this analysis Buddhism and the Chinese Religions of Confucianism and
Taoism have more or less already run their course, at least in terms of having a
powerful institutional underpinning. Christianity and Hinduism are moving
from Reformation to becoming Folk Religions and only Islam, which is 500
years younger than any of the others, still has powerful political and social
influence in its homelands. Islam is said to be at the beginning of its
Reformation, which is in fact no more bloody than the Reformation in the
Christian world beginning 500 years before, or the Reformations of other
older religions.

Analyses of religion by social scientists are seriously questioned and he
points out that their conclusions do not fit all the facts. He asserts that the
‘scientific’ assumption that everything develops from simpler to more complex
does not fit with religion. The 5 periods in a religion’s life are different but
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not in a hierarchy running from bottom to top. Indeed he says the religious
founders embodied the whole of the religion from the beginning and that this
has been revealed to people in varying degrees and ways over time. One
could be forgiven for not taking scientific analyses of religion too seriously
since they start from the premise that there is no transcendent supernatural
reality anyway. They do not really recognise the object of their analysis as a
valid entity. Robert Ellwood does feel that belief in the supernatural is a
defining quality of anything that can be called religion.

Interestingly he observes that even in their Devotional Periods
religions were probably far from universally believed. The present age may be
seeing more religious fervour than say 200 years ago in some quarters and not
just in the Middle East. Politicians in the USA today regard it as important to
have religious credentials to a greater degree than was the case in the 18th

Century at the time of the American Revolution.
Having given a comprehensive summary of the development of the

world’s biggest religions he looks at where it is all heading. He concludes that
the world as a whole is indeed less believing than it has been before. He sees
religion in danger of dying out altogether eventually. He sees most of the
main areas of the world where there is a danger of war breaking out lying on
geographical religious fault lines on at least one side of which is an Islamic
nation. He also recognises serious natural and man-made dangers to the
environment. Although he is not a fatalist and does not maintain that an
apocalypse is inevitable, like so many authors today he is clearly worried.

Cycles of Faith is dispassionate about different religions although
Robert Ellwood is clearly sympathetic to religion per se. I found this book
hard work to read and there is an enormous amount of food for thought in it.
Having said this I was left with an overview of what he was saying because it is
written with strong themes and structure. It has taught me a good deal about
the world’s religions of which I was not previously aware. However the
conclusions are uncertain, pointing the way to some vastly differing scenarios
for the future. Given the uncertainties in the material previously mentioned
and the sheer complexity of the subject this is probably wise. He believes
however that people have the power to turn round events.

I remain reasonably optimistic about the future of the world. There
have been people claiming that “the end of the world is nigh” for centuries if
not millennia but personally, in spite of what we are often told, I believe that
many of the most disastrous things we could have expected between 1900 and
2100 have already happened. We may have seen the worst for the moment.
Danger of annihilation is always there but humanity has up till now pulled
back from the brink, as it did repeatedly during the Cold War. Perhaps we
also have the power to keep faith alive.

Chris Barchard (Guest Reviewer)
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THE CHARTER FOR COMPASSION

The principle of compassion lies at the heart of all religious, ethical and
spiritual traditions, calling us always to treat all others as we wish to be treated
ourselves. Compassion impels us to work tirelessly to alleviate the suffering
of our fellow creatures, to dethrone ourselves from the centre of our world
and put another there, and to honour the inviolable sanctity of every single
human being, treating everybody, without exception, with absolute justice,
equity and respect.
It is also necessary in both public and private life to refrain consistently and
empathically from inflicting pain. To act or speak violently out of spite,
chauvinism, or self-interest, to impoverish, exploit or deny basic rights to
anybody, and to incite hatred by denigrating others—even our enemies—is a
denial of our common humanity. We acknowledge that we have failed to live
compassionately and that some have even increased the sum of human misery
in the name of religion.
We therefore call upon all men and women ~ to restore compassion to the
centre of morality and religion ~ to return to the ancient principle that any
interpretation of scripture that breeds violence, hatred or disdain is illegitimate
~ to ensure that youth are given accurate and respectful information about
other traditions, religions and cultures ~ to encourage a positive appreciation
of cultural and religious diversity ~ to cultivate an informed empathy with the
suffering of all human beings—even those regarded as enemies.
We urgently need to make compassion a clear, luminous and dynamic force
in our polarized world. Rooted in a principled determination to transcend
selfishness, compassion can break down political, dogmatic, ideological and
religious boundaries. Born of our deep interdependence, compassion is
essential to human relationships and to a fulfilled humanity. It is the path to
enlightenment, and indispensable to the creation of a just economy and a
peaceful global community.

*******************
The General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian

Churches has been welcomed as a Partner of the Charter for Compassion,
established to support the work of the well known religious commentator
Karen Armstrong, in promoting compassion, the ‘Golden Rule’ and inter-faith
dialogue.

The General Assembly voted unanimously at its Annual Meetings in
Swansea in April to seek Partnership status, reflecting the longstanding
Unitarian commitment to compassion and inter-faith relationships.

We invite all Unitarians to affirm the Charter as individuals.
We invite all Unitarians to join our online forum UK Unitarians C4C,

to share ideas, news, inspirations and worship material, so that we can turn our
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affirmation of the Charter for Compassion into concrete action.
Listen to Karen Armstrong's Ware Lecture at the 2011 General

Assembly of the Unitarian Universalist Association.
You might like to set up a Reading Group in your congregation to

explore Karen Armstrong's Book Twelve Steps to a Compassionate Life - to find
out more.

THE DESIRE FOR FREEDOM
The desire for freedom, liberation, enlightenment, self-realization,

inner development, or whatever it is called is not a response to a call from
outside you. It is not that you hear of enlightenment, and then you want to
be enlightened. It is not embarking on the journey because others, people
you know, are on it. It is not a fad.

It is not a desire for self-improvement. It is not an attempt to be
some kind of an ideal model you have in your mind. It is not doing
something according to some beliefs and opinions you have picked up
someplace, recently or in the far past.

The search is a very personal concern, an intimately personal interest
in your situation. It is a response to a call deep within you. The call at the
beginning is a vague, almost imperceptible and mysterious flame. It shows
itself as a questioning of the disharmony you live in. It is your disharmony, as
you experience it. It is your own questioning. And it is your personal
yearning.

If you want to be enlightened or realized like somebody else, who you
heard was able to attain, then the search is not yours yet. It is somebody
else’s, Buddha’s or Mohammed’s.

The stirring must come from you, from your depths. The
questioning must be of your situation, your mind, not of some system that
somebody else has set up. You can use the system to help you, but ultimately
it is your life, your mind, your quest.

Enlightenment cannot be according to any system. It has to resolve
and clarify your own situation. The realization must satisfy and fulfil your
heart, not the standards of some system. The liberation must be of you, you
personally.

The path is you, your mind and your heart. The call is your call,
relevant to your life, and it speaks intimately to you.

The call, the path, and the realization are all a very intimately personal
concern. Everything else is not yours, and you cannot use it for yourself or
for others. But the complete resolution of your personal situation is yours,
and that you can use for others too.

The quest does not bring about improvement or perfection. It brings
about a maturity, a humanity, and a wisdom.

Anon Contributed by Colin Carvel
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WEB NEWS
For further information on the Unitarian Commitment to the Charter for
Compassion contact Sue Woolley, The General Assembly of Unitarian and
Free Christian Churches, Essex Hall, 1-6 Essex Street, London, WC2R 3HY
Tel: +44 (020)7240 2384 Fax: +44 (020) 7240 3089
Email: info@unitarian.org.uk
Improved News Index page on GA Website
We now have an improved index page for all the public news items on the
website. We hope that with some of the text included, it will help show what
is on the page. It can be found at: www.thega.org.uk/info/news.php.
For wit, beauty and wisdom visit Naomi Linnell’s blog:
http://naomi3.blogspot.com
The Hibbert Trust have produced a report entitled 'Shaping the Future'
detailing the current state of Unitarianism in Britain and what we do next.
The report can be found in the document library at:
www.thega.org.uk/docs/guides/ShapingTheFuture-2011.pdf

DIARY DATES
Unitarian Fellowship in Canterbury
A Fellowship is being established in Canterbury, where there has not been a
Unitarian presence since 1903! The founding service will be held at 7.00 pm
on Monday, 26th September in The Friends' Meeting House, 6 The Friars,
Canterbury CT1 2AS.
National Unitarian Fellowship Weekend Workshop
Nightingale Centre, Great Hucklow, Derbyshire. We will be exploring how to
use sacred texts to develop our own writing. Weekend cost £94. Day-rate:
£13. Full details of all events may be found at :-
http://www.unitarian.org.uk/info/events.shtml

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

Any member who would like to correspond with another member,
near or far, please contact the membership Secretary.

NEXT ISSUE
The deadline for the next issue is Monday 17th October 2011. Contributions
on any theme and responses to any item in the newsletter are always welcome.

All contributions are acknowledged.
The views expressed in the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not
necessarily represent those of the NUF or of the wider Unitarian movement.
All contributors are members of the NUF except where otherwise indicated.
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